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Lithography

T404: Extreme UV lithography masks (EXTUMASK)

Focused materials and
metrology research wins
global lead in EUV masks
The EXTUMASK project has
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infrastructure from substrate
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defect density.

for EUV masks, enabling the

wafers. Current processes use deep ultraviolet

While no substrate material existed at the

transition from optical to

(DUV) light with a 193 nm wavelength. This

beginning of the project with a ﬂatness of less

EUV lithography for future

was initially thought limited to 90 nm nodes,

than 500 nm, single-sided ﬂatness has now

generations of semiconductor

but immersion technology has extended its
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use down to 45 nm nodes. The global consensus

for double-sided ﬂatness of 120 nm on the

chips. At the same time, new
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metrology tools have been
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process. The results of the
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Playing catch up

complete plate.
Moreover, it was necessary to develop or adapt
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suitable measurement tools to verify the

of strategic EUV masks for

technical advances for EUV technologies, so

dimensions in the new processes, as well as to

production of 32 nm devices

the MEDEA+ T404 EXTUMASK project set out

improve cleaning and handling techniques for

and below by the end of the
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the masks once created. Innovative vacuum
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technology and delivered on
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Their original objective was to establish an

further equipment research.

infrastructure for experimental EUV masks at

decade. The first masks have

Making material advances

70 nm nodes but this was quickly pushed to the

EXTUMASK developed new substrate materials

45 nm node with much tougher requirements

and coating combinations to ensure the neces-

than had been envisaged at the beginning.

sary high precision in reﬂective mode. This

Standard mask materials are no longer trans-

involved creation of a multilayer mirror using

parent at EUV wavelengths. Therefore, it was

more than 40 bi-layers of molybdenum and

necessary to develop reﬂective masks using
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As reﬂectivity of this multilayer combination
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Other metrology equipment advances result-

mal expansion material that can also meet
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depositions.

commercial coating solution was available
before the project, but it is now possible to

Cluster-led co-operation

produce multilayer depositions routinely
with reﬂectivity of more than 65%. And an

EUV is seen as the future for lithography in

ion beam deposition tool was designed to

the microelectronics industry worldwide.

reduce defect densities markedly.

Close contacts existed from the start of

Standard chromium absorbers are no longer

EXTUMASK with other projects in the

suitable for mask structures below 200 nm. A

MEDEA+ cluster that covered all aspects of

tantalum nitride (TaN) absorber and silicon

EUV: masks, tools, sources and processes.

oxide buffer layer were therefore developed

Good links were also established with the EU

to enable dry-etch processes at the structure

IST/FP6 MORE MOORE EUV project. As a

sizes involved in the new masks. Different

result, the MEDEA+ projects have already

dry-etch combinations were tested to obtain

achieved remarkable results and Europe is

the best etch selectivity. The resulting mask-

now at the leading edge of global EUV tech-

patterning process can now be used to create

nology.

ﬁrst full ﬁeld masks for use in subsequent

The EXTUMASK project demonstrated a com-

lithographic tool development.

plete mask-making process for 45 nm circuit
structures and below, based on 13.5 nm wave-

Measuring up to the task

length EUV. The project also developed the
tools necessary for mask metrology and

Metrology tools had to be adapted or devel-

inspection. Moreover, the ﬁrst commercial

oped to verify all relevant optical and phys-

masks have already been delivered to litho-

ical parameters of the EUV masks. This

graphy tool maker ASML following close col-

included the development and testing of two

laboration with the MEDEA+ EXTATIC project

reﬂectometers: one fast spectrograph with a

enabling it to continue development of the

ﬁxed angle of incidence for further improve-

next generation of process equipment to put

ments of EUV mask blanks, and another with

Europe well ahead of its global competition.
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